The Developer-Driven
Company
How top software teams are maximizing
GitHub to deliver success
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1.

Introduction
How ZenHub impacts modern software teams
When a software team adopts ZenHub, what happens next? We distributed a survey to some of our paid customers in an effort to quantify the ROI
brought by ZenHub. With over 350 responses within just hours, the data
showed a highly engaged customer base eager to share how ZenHub impacts their team.
The results confirm what our customers tell us every day. ZenHub’s workflow brings measurable benefits across several dimensions:

• Increased productivity and achieved release goals
• Improved collaboration leading to higher quality of work
• Higher employee satisfaction

52%

31.5%

21%

More time spent
in GitHub

Increase in team
productivity

Increase in achieved
sprint goals

* Customer survey 2016

Read on as we explore, through customer case studies, anonymized feedback, and survey data, the return on investment brought by ZenHub.
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2.

Why ZenHub?
A FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT APPROACH TO PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

Adding ZenHub to our team has resulted in a huge improvement to our
workflow.
– Chris Balt, Snr. Product Manager, Microsoft

Every company is now a software company, and development teams have
never been more pivotal to the success of a business. Enterprises today
not only compete against each other, but also against startups that carry
the advantage of speed and flexibility.
The number and velocity of software projects has multiplied, and each of
those projects needs to be managed. But legacy project management tools
are built for managers, not teams.
Software developers outnumber their management 8:1. In building the perfect tool for management, project management companies are alienating
the majority of their own user base.
This misalignment results in tool underuse, miscommunication, and inaccurate data. Managers spend more time reminding others to update tasks
than actually managing the product. Worse, developers are forced into
constant distraction away from the code base.
In 2008, led by GitHub, a new approach to development took over “social
coding”. Project management companies soon rushed to integrate with
GitHub in an attempt to bridge management and development teams.
But every solution shares the same problem.
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They all “live” in a third-party system, outside the place developers spend
their work life. When people are forced to jump from tool to tool, there’s a
cost called “context switching”. It’s mentally draining, and wastes more time
than you’d expect.
Try as we might, people are horrible at multitasking. A study by the Journal
of Experimental Psychology found that multitasking slows productivity by
up to 40%. When interrupted, it takes 20-30 minutes to get back on task.
Critically, context switching becomes more expensive as complexity of the
task increases, making software developers some of its worst victims. Exact
numbers vary, but the takeaway remains: efficient software development
necessitates focus, and even “short” interruptions are massively costly.

Why is ZenHub different?
ZenHub is the only project management tool which integrates natively in
GitHub’s user interface. By centralizing the entire team in a single platform,
ZenHub makes project management an ingrained part of the development
process.
ZenHub was built from the ground up for modern development teams:
fast-moving organizations that prioritize flexibility over gated systems; centralization over informational silos; and a focus on software itself rather than
“process for process’ sake.”
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3.

Why flexibility and productivity are
positively correlated
Each month, more than 60 billion imgur images are viewed. ZenHub Enterprise helps us move fast as a team to meet the needs of imgur’s massive
growth. – Brian Kassouf, Director of Engineering, imgur

Project management systems tend to impose a specific process on their users. While this top-down structure may serve traditional organizations, the
tides are shifting: businesses are realizing that, when we allow developers
to choose tools that serve them best, productivity multiplies.

NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory and ZenHub
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, creators of the Mars Curiosity Rover,
sought a flexible solution to juggle multiple projects at once. Teams had
experimented with several third-party project management tools, many of
which were too heavyweight or inflexible for their needs.
JPL was an early adopter of agile development practices, and many teams
have created their own ‘agile light’ approach incorporating elements of
Scrum. Just as GitHub Enterprise had helped increase code collaboration
across the lab, JPL hoped to hasten the adoption of agile best practices
across teams.
ZenHub isn’t tied to any single philosophy, but instead allows developers to build their own custom workflow. By adopting ZenHub Enterprise,
teams were able to incorporate elements of established processes where it
served them best.
Because of ZenHub Enterprise, not only could JPL modernize their development process through agile development – they could keep their many
developers focused on creating phenomenal software.
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How centralizing in GitHub impacts productivity:
Survey trends

INCREASE IN GITHUB USE AFTER ADOPTING ZENHUB

52.2%
Weighted
avg

* Customer survey 2016

Overwhelmingly, our customers said the result of flexibility is speed. Survey
respondents increased productivity by 31% on average, with some reporting a 100% productivity boost after adopting ZenHub.

Says one manager “Zenhub eliminates the overhead of being switching
between different tools to track tasks, [helping] the team move faster and
get a more holistic view of the entire business.”

Another manager states “With ZenHub, I have an almost-instant understanding of where issues are in the development cycle. Previously, I was
relying on memory and an inbox full of email notifications.”
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INCREASE IN TEAM PRODUCTIVITY

None
0-20%

31.5%

20-40%

Weighted
avg

40-60%
60-80%
80-100%

* Customer survey 2016

ACHIEVED SPRINT GOALS

50.9%

61.5%

Weighted
avg

Weighted
avg

Before ZenHub

After ZenHub

Customers achieve sprint goals
21% more often with ZenHub
* Customer survey 2016
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4.

Why “one source of truth” is essential
for clarity
ZenHub Enterprise eliminates our need for third-party tools outside GitHub.
Full integration with GitHub empowers developers to take ownership over
their projects, radically reducing company spend.
– Yusuke Sasajima, Chief Engineer, Ikyu.com

Businesses are beginning to understand the value of highly collaborative
teams. In one study, enterprise companies that identified collaboration as
a top priority significantly improved employee satisfaction, customer retention, and productivity.
Further, they achieve a 131% greater annual increase in operational efficiencies, a 55% revenue increase, and a 122% increase in their ability to meet
deadlines (Aberdeen Group, 2013).
But when information is fractured across multiple interfaces, key data (like
product roadmaps, files, and conversation records) are forced into informational silos. This web of information results in technical debt, internal frustration, and double-work.
By centralizing the entire team in GitHub, ZenHub creates what customers
call a “single source of truth”, streamlining communications and making the
most of their existing investments in GitHub and GitHub Enterprise.
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EASE OF COLLABORATION IN GITHUB

90%

18.6%
SATISFIED

SAT IS FIE D

Before ZenHub

After ZenHub
* Customer survey 2016

Cotap’s Story: Making collaboration a core part of the
development process
The secure messaging company Cotap helps over ten thousand businesses communicate more effectively. Before centralizing the team with
ZenHub, conversation was internally fragmented between GitHub and
third-party tools.
As a result, information did not accurately reflect project status. Managers
and developers struggled juggling multiple systems, averaging between
five and ten simultaneous projects and a 1:8 manager-to-developer ratio.
ZenHub provided a solution that moved as fast as their team. Because
each feature is displayed in GitHub’s interface, where engineers already
work, product managers no longer have to remind colleagues to update
tasks.
“ZenHub created a work environment where engineers take ownership
over what they’re building,” said Christina Lucey, Cotap’s Director of Product. “They could finally see the forest for the trees.”
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The theme of organizational clarity was echoed by survey respondents.
One manager noted ZenHub “increased transparency across the board”
and “relieved a huge mental burden [from the organization]. ”
Another manager stated, “ZenHub has been simply invaluable for streamlining communication. There is finally no need to inefficiently update
non-technical project managers about [a project’s] status.”

GITHUB COLLABORATION AFTER ADOPTING ZENHUB

33%
INCREASE

GITHUB COMMENTS PER DAY, PER PERSON

5.8

7.7

COMMENTS

COMMENTS

Before ZenHub

After ZenHub
* Customer survey 2016

Developers share the sentiment, saying that ZenHub’s “one source of truth
has reduced bureaucratic overhead and confusion, ” and that this centralization “[makes] it easier to keep our entire team on the same page at all
times.”
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5.

A workflow for developers first
Inflexible project management systems mandate “gatekeepers.” In contrast,
ZenHub’s collaboration approach is built specifically for the people collaborating. By bringing everyone closer to the code, developers can become
more active in the project management process. Engagement multiplies,
and communication is streamlined.
One developer said, “Moving from JIRA to ZenHub allowed us to have
everything we need in the place we already were (GitHub). With JIRA, we
were always forgetting to log in and update things. ZenHub makes it super
easy.”
Managers echoed the sentiment. “ZenHub [allows] developers and non-developers to seamlessly communicate with each other, and keep each other
accountable on tasks.”

SINCE ADOPTING ZENHUB, OVERALL DEVELOPER
SATISFACTION HAS IMPROVED.

28%

67%

NOT SURE

AGREE
5%
DISAGREE

* Customer survey 2016
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What happened when Leap Motion declared JIRA
bankruptcy
Leap Motion, a leader in the augmented reality space, is changing how the
world thinks about technology. But being both a software and a hardware
business comes with its challenges.
Leap Motion had tried a variety of solutions before landing on JIRA. But a
wall was forming between their QA and Development departments.
With fractured communication, inefficiencies multiplied. Bugs were missed,
work was duplicated, and technical debt mounted.
It took a only a short trial of ZenHub before declaring a full-on JIRA bankruptcy, moving the entire organization onto ZenHub and ZenHub Enterprise. Executive, QA, and Development teams were able to unite in a single
platform.
“When we switched completely to ZenHub, it was slightly magical,” says
Arthur Wiesen, program manager at Leap Motion. “The value of having
everyone in the same system is hard to overstate. Engineers were able to
hunker down and focus, and that sped up production.”

ZENHUB MADE OUR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS MORE ACCURATE OR EFFICIENT

84%
AGREE

* Customer survey 2016
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ZenHub solved the most critical challenge found with other tools: developer buy-in.
“For engineers, actions speak louder than words. As a manger, a habit
is something I’d rather have than a statement of praise. We actually see
engineering talking to QA now. That’s buy-in. And that’s how you know it’s
been successful.”
“Because of that communication right there next to the code, everybody is
very much empowered, and therefore able to speed up,” says Arthur.

MY TEAM COMMUNICATES MORE FREQUENTLY WITHIN GITHUB

23%

61%

NEUTRAL

AGREE

16%
DISAGREE

* Customer survey 2016

“You have more tangible metrics [with ZenHub] than you do in JIRA because it’s tied directly to the code and what engineers are doing. That is
critical for managers to really understand and quantify things in ways they
couldn’t before.”
Employee satisfaction went up, and since the engineers actually use the
software, Leap Motion’s executives “finally had a system they could trust.”
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6.

About our survey respondents
PREVIOUS TOOLS USED BEFORE ZENHUB
46%

Trello

34%

Jira

20%

No Alternatives

18%

Pivotal Tracker

16%

Asana

25%

Other

METHODOLOGIES USED TODAY

Agile

61%

Scrum

40%

Kanban
Waterfall

38%
4%

RESPONSES BY ROLE
Software Engineer / Developer
Project/Product Managers
Founders, CEOs, Designers, QA

54%
36%
10%

*365 responses; active paying customers. Feedback edited for grammar only.
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Want these results for your team?
Visit ZenHub.com to start free today.

Using GitHub Enterprise?
Visit ZenHub.com/Enterprise to begin a 30-day evaluation.

TRUSTED BY
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